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Does a lack of design and repeatability compromise scientific criticism? A response to Smith et al. (2009).—In a recent paper published in *The Auk*, Smith et al. (2009) raised serious concerns over an apparent lack of reproducibility in their study of stable hydrogen isotope values (δDf) in raptor feathers. The authors based their concerns on results obtained from different laboratories to which they submitted original and blind “repeats” over a multiyear period. A regression of the original sample δD versus “repeat” measurements showed an increase in the magnitude of residuals with increasing δDf, especially for values greater than about −80‰ (Smith et al. 2009: fig. 2). Because of this, the authors “caution against the continued use of δDf for predicting geographic origin, and for addressing important conservation questions” (p. 41) and conclude that “it is counterproductive to move forward [with hydrogen isotopes in avian studies] without first establishing full confidence in the technique that underlies..."
such insights and conservation recommendations” (p. 45). We disagree with these sentiments.

The intent of Smith et al. (2009) was to report on the reliability of routine stable-hydrogen-isotope measurements from a client or user perspective, under the assumption that one lab is the same as the next. Although their aim is laudable, an interlaboratory comparison for the analysis of δD in organic material is, in fact, a rather complex endeavor that depends heavily on having an appropriate a priori study design and uniform isotopic analysis methodology in place (e.g., a ring test). Unfortunately, not all the isotope laboratories used were consulted about developing a proper ring-test study design, and additional design and methodology problems have led to inappropriately alarmist conclusions by Smith et al. (2009) that are largely indefensible and that do not accurately reflect the ongoing research and development of isotopic tracers in animal migration. Here, we highlight the reasons why we disagree with the recommendations in Smith et al. (2009) by (1) briefly discussing the important role of appropriate hydrogen isotopic standards in calibrating modern stable-isotope measurements, (2) pointing out a few of the confounding problems in Smith et al.’s (2009) design and analysis that help to explain some of their results, and (3) describing some general issues related to real progress in the use of stable hydrogen isotope ratios as geographic tracers for migratory birds and other animals.

Measurement standards.—Currently, there are no internationally accepted primary reference materials for δD in complex organic materials, such as feathers, that contain exchangeable hydrogen. All stable-isotope laboratories conform to strict quality-assurance and quality-control protocols that use primary isotopic reference materials regulated by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna. Primary isotopic reference materials are used to calibrate daily working laboratory standards, with the general practice that working standards ideally should span the natural isotopic range and should be of the same type of material as the unknowns (principle of identical treatment). Unfortunately, because there are no IAEA primary reference materials for δD in complex organic tissues (feathers, other keratins, blood, etc.), the onus is on the researcher to (1) ensure that the laboratories of choice use appropriate or published calibration standards, (2) recognize that this is an evolving analytical field (e.g., not all labs employ identical analytical methods), and, therefore, (3) work closely with the selected laboratories toward a reasonable interpretation of their data, given the practices in place.

Because of the lack of formal primary standards for δD and the urgent need for reproducibility among labs, several key stable-isotope laboratories have independently and informally developed a “best practices” approach to organic hydrogen measurements through the creation of appropriate (and, in the case of feathers, keratin) working standards suitable for routine isotopic analyses (Wassenaar and Hobson 2003, 2006; Wassenaar 2008). A first attempt to achieve analytical compatibility among labs led to the dissemination of three provisional keratin working standards from the Environment Canada (EC) Lab in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, that spanned a δD range between ~200‰ and ~100‰. It is worth recognizing that this isotopic range was largely arbitrary and reflected considerable effort to produce sufficient supplies of keratinous standard materials, given readily available material. Analytical linearity was anticipated within the bounds of the Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water—Standard Light Antarctic Precipitation (VSMOW-SLAP) natural isotopic abundance range (approximately −400‰ to 0‰), an assumption supported by isotope laboratories and by our observations of good replicate agreement for high δD samples over the range −200‰ to 0‰ using online (pyrolysis, continuous-flow–isotope ratio mass spectrometry [CF-IRMS]) and offline (zinc reduction, dual-inlet) techniques (see Kelly et al. 2009).

Calibration range and standards development.—Recent studies and our own laboratory experiences have encountered δD values that extend well outside the keratin calibration range of −200‰ to −100‰ established by the EC lab (e.g., Wunder et al. 2005, Lott and Smith 2006, Powell and Hobson 2006, Langin et al. 2007, Kelly et al. 2008b), which underscores the need for keratin standards that span upwards to even +90‰. Such positive keratin standards do not currently exist or are not available in sufficient quantities to support wide distribution for comparison among labs. Moreover, all proposed keratin standards must conform to strict protocols of proper isotopic homogenization by cryogenic grinding, sieving, distribution, and extensive inter-lab comparison. For these reasons, the development of new keratin standards is costly in both time and money. Several labs are currently engaged in developing a wider isotopic range of keratin standards sampled from diverse sources that include Greater Kudu (Tragelaphus strepsiceros) horn from Ethiopia, feathers from desert-dwelling White-winged Doves (Zenaida asiatica) in Arizona, and Domestic Chickens (Gallus gallus domesticus) raised on deuterium-spiked water. Some studies, not surprisingly, have had to deal with “outside-the-calibration-range” data, and the stated concerns of Smith et al. (2009) are long known among isotopic research labs, as recently documented by Kelly et al. (2008a, 2009).

Although analytical linearity is often observed in δD analyses, the slope of the calibration line itself is not always unity. Laboratories that use fewer than two different working standards must rely on the false assumption of a strictly unit slope for the calibration line, an assumption that becomes more problematic as the measured sample values get farther away from the value of the standard. Smith et al. (2009) did not describe the names, values, or number of different organic keratin standards used for calibration purposes by each lab. Nor did they describe whether the calibration range bracketed by those standards (if the lab used >1 standard) was the same for all labs involved. It is therefore difficult to determine the extent to which this most basic complication contributed to the observed differences within and among lab results. For these reasons, researchers interested in using δD data must understand the importance of the values of the organic keratin standards used by the isotope lab to calibrate the measures against the VSMOW-SLAP scaling. More pragmatically, such researchers should guard against over-interpretation of δD values that fall well outside the laboratory calibration range defined by those organic keratin standards, and they should especially guard against over-interpretation of values that are derived from calibrations using fewer than two different organic keratin standards.

Design and analysis.—One of the major factors in our disagreement with the strong conclusions offered by Smith et al. (2009) is that their ad hoc study design did not consider important and well-known sources of variance, which in turn lead to an ambiguous interpretation of their results. There can be substantial systematic differences in δD along the length of a single feather,
an observation that has been documented in numerous species (Wassenaar and Hobson 2006), including the species of raptor considered by Smith et al. (2008). Smith et al. failed to acknowledge that this previous work (including their own) indicates that what they call “repeats” are not, in fact, repeats. Furthermore, because they also failed to classify feather measures as falling “in or out” of the specific laboratory calibration ranges discussed in the previous section, it is difficult to determine how these confounded factors each contributed to the observed differences in their measurements. Studying the relative influences of each of these two factors can be isolated by relatively simple study designs. For example, if the goal is to study measurement reproducibility outside the calibration range defined by the keratin standards, the influence of biologically derived differences among locations on the feather can be minimized by cryogenically grinding the feathers. Similarly, if the interest is in studying the potential biological factors contributing to the patterns observed along the length of a feather, then using feathers with δDf values inside the calibration range of the standards will minimize the influence of measurement error from extrapolating beyond the calibration range. As described, the study design employed by Smith et al. (2009) controlled for neither of these, leaving us to wonder about the relative extent to which these two distinct and known variance-generating processes influenced their results.

**Replication is important.**—Smith et al.’s (2009) study did not meet key standards for the publication of experimental and comparative results because sufficient analytical information was not provided for any of the labs in the study. As such, this research cannot currently be replicated by others. Smith et al. (2009) did not provide enough details concerning the names or locations of the labs that were used, the distribution of sample varieties among lab trials (e.g., batches from which species, which range of feather values, and which pre-analysis treatment types went to which labs), or the laboratory procedures followed by each lab (CF-IRMS instrumentation, reference gas, carrier flow rates, standards and normalization procedures, pyrolysis temperatures, etc.). When using methodologies from a single lab, referencing analytical techniques from previously published work is sufficient. However, when comparing among multiple labs, information on how these facilities differ in their subtle approaches is important and must be provided in any published work.

We have learned that the editors of The Auk told the authors to remove lab names from their manuscript in an effort to protect the reputations of the labs, given the negative nature of the article (J. Jones pers. comm.). Despite the fact that we represent some of the labs used in the study, we would much rather have had our lab names along with all others listed explicitly in the manuscript. Furthermore, we believe that failing to inform the labs that the data they generated were to be used in such a publication represents a missed opportunity to make real constructive progress toward improving the way ornithologists work with stable-isotope laboratories. We stand firmly in support of our lab practices and would have preferred to be contacted and named along with all other labs (J. Jones pers. comm.). Despite the fact that we represent some of the labs that were used, the distribution of sample varieties among the labs, or the laboratory procedures followed by each lab (CF-IRMS instrumentation, reference gas, carrier flow rates, standards and normalization procedures, pyrolysis temperatures, etc.). When using methodologies from a single lab, referencing analytical techniques from previously published work is sufficient. However, when comparing among multiple labs, information on how these facilities differ in their subtle approaches is important and must be provided in any published work.

We have learned that the editors of The Auk told the authors to remove lab names from their manuscript in an effort to protect the reputations of the labs, given the negative nature of the article (J. Jones pers. comm.). Despite the fact that we represent some of the labs used in the study, we would much rather have had our lab names along with all others listed explicitly in the manuscript. Furthermore, we believe that failing to inform the labs that the data they generated were to be used in such a publication represents a missed opportunity to make real constructive progress toward improving the way ornithologists work with stable-isotope laboratories. We stand firmly in support of our lab practices and would have preferred to be contacted and named along with all other labs used in the study; this would have promoted a more constructive discussion among the labs involved toward understanding factors that contributed to apparent discrepancies, whether attributable to methods used by the labs or to the methods of the investigators. We cannot understand why The Auk would ask the authors to censor this information and are greatly disappointed by that decision. If Smith et al.’s (2009) study was truly designed for the purpose of examining laboratory-derived causative factors in the repeatability of measures and was done in a rigorous manner, there should be every reason to alert laboratories that were producing questionable data. Altogether, these oversights seriously detract from the study’s scientific rigor and stand in stark contrast to the overly strong conclusions about the importance of analytical reproducibility.

**Additional issues of progress.**—Smith et al. (2009) warned that their concerns are not restricted to raptors and, in so doing, implied that the community of researchers using the hydrogen isotope approach for passerines and other taxonomic groups have been unaware, thus far, of the issues of within- and between-individual isotopic variation. This is clearly not the case. Several inter-laboratory comparisons of homogenized keratin materials from passerines were designed to look at this very issue; those properly designed studies show agreement among at least four labs and even for nonhomogenized feathers from 18 different samples (Wassenaar 2008; see also Wassenaar and Hobson 2006). Using the logic of Smith et al. (2009), the raptor δDf basemap produced by Lott and Smith (2006) might be considered suspect because vast regions of that “raptor isoscape” involve birds with δDf values outside the range of available keratin-calibration standards. We examined this further by regressing the raptor feather values reported by Lott and Smith (2006) against predicted amount-weighted growing-season average precipitation δDp from Bowen et al. (2005). That regression (Fig. 1) shows good agreement through the entire range of δDf values (−175‰ to 0‰), which suggests that >60% of the variance in raptor feathers is explained by predicted long-term patterns of hydrogen isotopes in rainfall, as has been observed in numerous other species (Hobson 2008). Thus, while we also are concerned about the need to develop much wider coverage in the range of keratin standards and discourage single-point or mineral calibration approaches, patterns such as those shown in Figure 1 provide an excellent basis for productive approaches to geographic assignment of individuals.

**FIG. 1.** Reduced-major-axis regression model showing the relationship between δDf in known-source raptor feathers (n = 264) from Lott and Smith (2006), and expected growing-season δDp in precipitation (from Bowen et al. 2005).
Using δD, for making geographic assignments of migratory species is not inherently problematic. It is entirely reasonable to move forward despite uncertainty over the process of measuring δD, by using modeling approaches to transparently incorporate estimable variance (Wunder and Norris 2008). One should not view isotopic assignment as a tool that provides unambiguous geographic coordinates for each individual, because no single location is expected to be isotopically homogenous or unique in space and time, and we expect variation in isotope data for many reasons. We can make probabilistic (rather than absolute) statements about a location as a potential origin, given known and measurable uncertainties derived from biological and analytical processes. Wunder (2007, 2010) and Hobson et al. (2009) illustrate how these approaches model the current state of the science, however advanced it may (or may not) be; inferences from such assignment models will be only as strong as the data are reliable. Because of this, we agree with Smith et al. (2009) that data reliability is worth considering directly, but we respectfully disagree with how they tried to do that.

Uncertainty does not warrant inaction.—We believe that to “caution against continued use of δD, for predicting geographic origin” or to “caution … against addressing important conservation questions” (Smith et al. 2009:41) is to miss an important and pragmatic point. Rarely are conservation efforts based on only a single bit of information. More typically, conservation decisions are complex optimizations that consider a wide range of scientific, economic, social, and political factors. Conservation decision-makers use all the information at their disposal and, even still, are most often faced with the need to make decisions in the face of incomplete information. It is true that incorrect scientific information can be worse than no information, but ignoring scientific information is counterproductive to move forward [with hydrogen isotopic studies]. Wunder (2008, 2009a) chose to make such strong negative recommendations on uncertainty without first establishing full confidence in the technique that underlies such insights and conservation recommendations” is itself counterproductive. We are disappointed that Smith et al. (2009) chose to make such strong negative recommendations on the basis of results from a poorly designed investigation. The use of stable isotopes in assigning geographic origins is a new, evolving, valuable, and innovative scientific field of study that has moved rapidly within a decade and will continue to be refined and improved only through continued research and publication of appropriately reviewed work.
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